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AEROFILMS GUIDE: LONDON 
by lain Thomson. Shepperton, Surrey: Ian Allan, 
1992. 64 pp. ISBN 0 7110 2040 X £5.99 

This book is in a smaller format than previous "Aero
films" books, in particular, the 1984 "Aerofilms Book of 
London from the Air", being a completely different type of 
publication by a different publisher. Whereas the 1984 
publication was aimed at the coffee table of someone who 
either lived in London, or knew it fairly well, this paperback 
publication seems to be aimed at the pocket of the visitor to 
the city, although it will still be of interest to those living in 
the city. The areas covered are the established tourist areas 
and those areas that tourists might visit out of curiosity, 
having heard of them on the news (eg. the Isle of Dogs). 
The illustrations are entirely in colour, and are more impor
tant than the text, which is brief but informative. 

There are two types of photographs used. First there 
are vertical photographs, referred to as aerial photo-maps, 
mostly on the scale of 1:10,000, but some on a larger scale. 
There is an index map which shows their location and 
scales. Each photo-map has numbers superimposed on it, 
indicating features of interest which are described in the 
accompanying text As well as showing these features, they 
also show such things as railway stations, underground 
stations and car parks. 

The photo-maps are complemented by oblique photo
graphs taken from various heights and, therefore, showing 
more or less detail according to height - some showing 
scarcely any more detail than the photo-maps, while others 
have been taken from just above the highest building. 

There are a few surprises. In spite of all the recent 
publicity about the Canary Wharf tower, although it appears 
on the photo-map and on an oblique photo, it is not indexed 
or mentioned in the text. Another curiosity is that 'Wimble
don" is unique in that it is shown in a fairly detailed oblique, 
although it is outside the areas covered by the photo-maps. 

Superficially, this is a guide book. But, on closer ex
amination, the photo-maps cannot be used for the purpose 
of finding one's way about, and, in fact, show no more than 
a normal 1: 10,000 map (with trees and rooftop details 
added). They give a good impression of the general layout 
of the city, showing the inter-relationship of the various 
public spaces, but this reviewer suspects that the real pur
pose of the book is to act as a showcase for Aerofilms, and 
this it does very well. It is very good value and deserves to 
be a success. At its price it brings aerial photographs within 
the reach of the man in the street. 

As an addition to a street map (but not in place of one) 
a tourist could carry it around to get an idea of what lies 
behind famous facades, and to decide whether a particular 
route would be interesting or not. Personally, I could sit for 
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hours looking at this book, trying to figure out all the streets 
and buildings and letting my mind wander over past (and 
future) visits to the places portrayed. There is just the 
slightest possibility that it might be useful at work, too. 

My main criticism of this book is one that cannot be 
cured. Due to constraints imposed by the necessity to keep 
the price (and size) down, some of the photo-maps do not 
show the edges of famous areas (eg Hampstead Heath, Kew 
Gardens, Richmond Park). They just fade off the edge of 
the page. Kenwood House, which is featured on the Hamp
stead Heath map is almost lost in the fold of the page, and 
the pagoda in Kew Gardens is indicated - but you cannot 
see the handiest entrance or how to get there by public 
transport. This criticism apart, I would recommend this 
book to every visitor to London. 

John Dysart 

THE PAN/ORDNANCE SURVEY ATLAS 
OF GRE:AT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND 
THE CHANNEL ISLANDS 
publishers Pan Books and Ordnance Survey, 1989. 
Pan ISBN 0330 299484 OS ISBN 0 319 00 974 price 
£16.95 288 pages 

The introduction to this atlas starts with 'the most 
useful took available to the naturalist - beside notebook, pen 
and binoculars- is a map'. This book provides not only the 
maps but detailed descriptions of locations of the most 
interesting, visitable natural history sites in Britain and 
Ireland. They admit that certain sensitive sites have been 
deliberately omitted in case their inclusion would damage 
the prospects of wildlife in those areas. It is a collection by 
contributors who have detailed knowledge of the areas that 
they have written about 

The appeal of this sort of book is very wide, as a 
naturalist can be an ornithologist, a botanist, a zoologist or 
one who combines an interest in more than one of those 
branches of study. Each person will have his or her own idea 
of what a rewarding day in the field will be, and the test for 
a book like this is whether it satisfies the needs of all those 
studies. 

Many qf the sites are of Special Scientific Interest but 
others are known nature reserves, a whole variety of differ
ent types from seashore to mountainside. The variety of 
plants show affinity with other parts of the world, those in 
Scotland similar to Norway, the mountain flowers of Tees
dale with the Alps. The fauna sites range from seabird 
colonies to the mudflats which provide a home for wild
fowl. 
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First some background information is provided on the 
major habitats from woods and scrub to grasslands, heaths, 
wetlands and the seaside. There is an important listing of 
habitat descriptions which help to explain terms that the 
reader may koow, but not realised their true definitions e.g. 
Car is a swamp woodland dominated by alder or willow; or 
a fen is a mere or marsh which is alkaline and rich in 
nutrients. 

The Naturalists Year, devised by one of the contribu
tors, a Durham schoolmaster, as an introduction to the year 
plan of the Darlington area, shows how the habitats covered 
in this atlas change from month to month and which is the 
best month to visit the sites. Some practical infonnation on 
clothing and conservation are given as well as addresses for 
obtaining pennits ·allowing access to certain sites. 

Each site has a list of information on access and parking 
and there is a list of the principal habitats that would be 
found at the sited. A suggested walking route is shown on 
the map and this has been chosen to allow the route to be 
walked to advantage. 

The first pages a reviewer turns to when given a book 
such as this, are those pages which refer to the areas where 
he lives or other areas that may be known through holidays 
or through study. Your reviewer did this and found the text 
for such areas where most informative with excellent cov
erage of the habitats. From a cartographic point of view the 
book is well covered by maps as well as excellent line 
drawings and photographs. The maps are extracts from the 
'motoring' scale of 1:250,000m the Route Planning maps 
and they are keyed into the text The outstanding sites are 
shown in further detail at a scale of 1:50,000, the Lan
dranger series, and they show in detail the recommended 
footpaths and observation points. 

For those people who like the outdoors, whether they 
are interested in flowers, birds or other animals this is a 
must, it is not just a field guide but is a valuable source of 
reference. This atlas will not only educate but will encour
age people to get out and enjoy the countryside in their 
home neighbourhood or when on holiday. 

GuyLewis 

THETHAMESOFHENRYTAUNT 
edited by Susan Read Published Alan Sutton (1989) 
238 pages £14.95 ISBN 0 86299 616 3 

Since the Countryside Commission unveiled its plans 
for a long-distance walk following the River Thames from 
its Gloucestershire source to the London Barrage, there has 
been a quickening of interest amongst writers and publish
ers to provide users with helpful guides. Walkers have much 
to thank the Ramblers' Association for- the "Thames Walk 
Guide" and one of its more constructive lobbying cam
paigns - whilst the River Thames Society also worked hard 
to improve public access. Already Mike Jubb's excellent 
Constable "Guide to the Thames Path" (1988) has joined 
earlier companions such as Prichard and Carpenter's "A 
Thames Companion" (OUP 1975, 1981) to encourage us to 
use those considerable sections of the Thames towpath 
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already accessible. Hard work by local authorities and 
others has seen new rights to way negotiated, link bridges 
built where at one time ferries operated and improvements 
both to the path and for access to it Soon the 180 mile route 
will enjoy the status of such forerunners as the Pennine Way, 
the South West Coastal Footpath and Offa's Dyke and will 
provide a stimulating challenge within easy reach of the 
crowded south-east. 

The re-issue of henry Taunt's 1872 volume on the 
Thames is timely therefore. Thunt was born in Oxford in 
1842 and made his living as a commercial photographer. By 
the time of his death in 1922 he had achieved distinction as 
a historian, a naturalist and a cartographer and was made a 
Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in 1893. His 
photographs are to be found in innumerable publications 
and the collection of glass negatives held by Reading Mu
seum and Art Gallery partly inspired Susan Read, the 
Keeper of Social History at the museum to introduce his 
Thames work to a new generation. 

Susan Read contributes a bibliographical introduction 
and has added thirty additional Taunt photographs of the 
river: Otherwise we have Taunt's own text, scale maps and 
choice of illustrations providing, in his words, a companion 
for "the Tourist, the Oarsman and the Angler". Each map is 
spread over two pages and deploys clear lettering, mileage 
indicators and shows the river in relation to other transport 
routes and natural and man-made features. The black and 
white maps are relieved by the bold use of brown for the 
river. For present and future walkers this handsome volume 
will complement the modem guides and provide a constant 
source for comparison of the topography of 19th and 20th 
century Thames-side. 

B JCarter 

ATLAS OF CHINA 
Rand McNally 1990 48 pages $8.95 ISBN 0 528 
83385 5 

For two decades of learning and teaching about East 
Asia my constant companion has been Harold Pollard's 
admirable little China in Maps published by Philips in 1968. 
Although I have since acquired a reissue of Albert 
Hernnann 's standard Historical Atlas of China of 1935, the 
Pollard has remained indispensable with its skilled synthe
sis of historical, geographical and political material. 

Like the Philips mapbook, Rand McNally's inexpen
sive atlas though at twice the length and in larger format 
offers a publication to "help the reader understand today's 
China". 

A short opening section of 12 pages provides text, 
photographs and specific maps to illustrate the Land, Peo
ple, Economy, History and Outlook Today. Then follows 24 
pages of maps which first put China in its world and Asia 
context before offering a region by region treatment. The 
atlas concludes with a comprehensive and well-organised 
14 page index. There is a certain blandness about the text 
Thus the forcible re-integration of Tibet into China since 
1951 and the potential for a similar cultural and political 
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suffocation of Hong Kong after its absorption in the late 
1990's is scarcely alluded to. The overall rationale for the 
atlas, too, that it is the world's third largest country and has 
a population of a the USA's and the former USSR's com
bined and will therefore "undoubtedly influence the destiny 
of mankind" is an assertion that can neither be proved nor 
disproved. Size of territory or population size does little to 
explain world hist<xy. Great empires have been won by 
small nations whilst small groups of people such as the 
Mongols and the Manchus have toppled giant neighbours. 
Japan, South Kora and Taiwan have shaped Asia's recent 
development and contributed more significantly to the 
world economy than have their larger neighbours to the 
west and south. If and when the present rulers of China lose 
their mandate to rule we may well see again the fragmenta
tion and decentralisation that has been a feature of previous 
centuries of Chinese experience. 

The maps locate cities, towns and regions well and the 
terrain is depicted clearly with conventional shading and 
with "three-dimensional" mapping techniques for the major 
mountain areas. But the atlas would have to serve as an 
adjunct for other factual accounts rather than be an infor
mative publication in its own right. It's difficult from this 
atlas to identify the major areas of food. production, to 
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the transport 
system, to identify the more vulnerable border areas or to 
get any feel for the fact that there are major climatic, dietary. 
organisational and cultural differences between China's 
regions. Both Yangste and Yellow Rivers are, of course, 
depicted on the maps but the differences between them and 
the significance for the peoples living near them throughout 
history cannot be gleaned from text or maps. 

Perhaps our next atlas of China should adopt radical 
techniques, risk controversy and accusations of over-sim
plification by seeking to show how geopolitical factors 
make China the fascination it is. 

B JCarter 

WORLD NEWS ATLAS 
Rand McNally, 1990. 96 pages $7.95 ISBN 0 528 
833715 

NBC News and Rand MeN ally have ventured into new 
territory with this news atlas which it is intended shall be 
an annual publication and this at a price which makes it 
acceptable to individuals, libraries and other institutions. 
Topicality is both the raison d'etre of a news atlas and its 
potential Achilles heel. Thus the 1990 edition already has a 
somewhat dated look with photos of national leaders such 
as Gorbachev, Takeshita and Thatcher. 

The 96 pages are organised into a World Hot Spots 
section featuring more than 30 countries in ten regions of 
the world; a World Themes section featuring five major 
issues, 30 pages of maps covering the world and a conclud
ing section of World Information giving population, density 
and political facts for each of the world's nations. 

Such a treatment is potentially very useful since many 
people need to grasp the essentials of a major world story 
and be able to see that story in the factual context this atlas 
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seeks to provide. 

So far as hot spots are concerned the choice is some
what arbitrary. Many are self-evident candidates for 
inclusion, for example, Israel and the West Bank, Sudan and 
South Africa but not the Horn of Africa. France appears 
presumably because of the 1989 bicentennial, Britain is 
included for Mrs Thatcher's decade in office but scarcely a 
word of explanation is offered for the continuing problem 
of Anglo-Irish relations. Spain is included presumably for 
having the triple 1992 celebrations of Exposition, Olympic 
Games and the Columbus anniversary. But the Western 
Europe section might have explained the cultural and lin
guistic conflicts within belgium, the roots of the rivalry 
between Gieece and Turkey and the centrifugal forces at 
work within Italy. All are omitted. 

The five World Themes of Disarmament, the Environ
ment, Drugs, Terrorism and Air Safety are given two pages 
of explanatory text, illustrations and factual tables and 
provide a useful background. No doubt subsequent editions 
will highlight other concerns such as the maldistribution of 
food resources, famine, the dwindling of fossil fuels, the 
depletion of fish stocks, religious extremism and the conse
quences of the break-up of former federations such as the 
USSR and Yugoslavia. · 

The map section provides clarity in delineating nation, 
state and regional borders, major cities and essential topo
graphic features, and can be used profitably with the World 
Information Table. But in the maps as in the text as a whole 
opportunities are missed. There is virtually no economic 
information such as the location of the world's major 
sources of energy, key routeways and shipping and air 
corridors, food production and gold reserves. The distribu
tion of the adherents of the major world religions is absent, 
so are racial and linguistic distributions. Thus the News 
Atlas works reasonably well as a reference tool if a particu
lar issues, already identified by the compilers, happens to 
be what the. reader wishes to know. If on the other hand the 
news breaks of communal violence in India or of tensions 
within the Baltic States between indigenous peoples and 
Russian immigrants, then one looks in vafu for facts or 
cartographic devices to indicate the composition and distri
bution of the various peoples concerned. 

An uneasy compromise, then, between a simple atlas 
and a book of current affairs with ample scope for the 
publishers to achieve a more useful and more pro-active 
reference work in future. 

B JCarter 

MAP USE -READING, ANALYSIS, INTER
PRETATION 
3rd Edition. Phillip C Muehrcke and Juliana 0 
Muehrcke. Wtsconsin: J P Publications, 1992. 644 
pp. Paperback. ISBN 0 %02978 3 9. $40 

First published in 1978, the most recent edition of this 
well-known and extremely readable work has been signifi
cantly updated and expanded. The authors' original, 
innovative approach to map use has been maintained, with 
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the text and related illustrations continuing to explore asso
ciations between the environment, spatial data and graphic 
representations. In addition the volume stresses the role 
that cartographic materials play in human thought, commu
nication and mobility. Thus the map is considered not 
merely as an illustration of what exists, where and when, 
but rather as the product of human conception and creativ
ity. A full range of cartographic products is discussed and 
included detail relates not only to 'traditional' paper-based 
mapping but also three-dimensional models, aerial photog
raphy and satellite imagery, line drawings and cartograms. 
A major modification to the earlier text is provided by the 
regular inclusion of new information on the ever increasing 
impact of computers and information technology upon 
mapping. · 

There is no doubting that Map Use is 'student 
friendly', and that the expansion of the work to include extra 
illustrations and chapters renders it even more comprehen
sive and relevant to those wishing to obtain a knowledge of 
basic cartography or make efficient use of maps as an aid 
to understanding the environment Essentially the content 
is arranged in three major sections. Chapters 1 - 9 relate to 
Map Reading; 10- 18 to Map Analysis; and 19- 24 to Map 
Interpretation. The first of these discusses spatial data, its 
transformation into a graphic form using various tech
niques, the temporal aspect of maps, and software used for 
map retrieval. Map Analysis is particularly concerned with 
estimating, counting, measuring, data manipulation and 
pattern seeking activities. The emphasis of the final section 
is on the understanding of the physical and human environ
ments and their interactions, with additional thoughts on the 
'Jigsaw Environment' (the feedback between the human 
and physical realms), the interpretation of image maps, and 
'Maps and Reality'. These probes are all complemented by 
the wealth of Appendices which provide details on topics 
such as map scale, environmental remote sensing, projec
tions, navigational aids, and computer hardware for the map 
user. 

The authors have deliberately prepared integrated dis
cussions of standard planimetric mapping, perspective 
diagrams, air photographs and satellite imagery, rather than 
considering each of these as separate topics. Further, they 
have clearly distinguished between tangible products and 
mental maps because they feel that it is the map in the mind, 
rather than the document viewed, which is employed in 
decision making. However, it is acknowledged that "carto
graphic maps are valuable aids for developing better mental 
maps." In a somewhat radical departure from normal pro
cedures this textbook makes reference to specific 
commercial products which are cited as examples of those 
used in professional practice. Whilst seeing the logic of this 
as at 1992, it must be queried as to whether this is a wise 
move! The information technology generating industry, 
perhaps more than any other, is particularly 'dynamic' and 
introduces new/replacement products with alarming regu
larity - in consequence the specific information included 
here may very soon become dated. 

As was the case with earlier editions this volume is 
significantly different from other available textbooks in 
terms of its content, emphasis and arrangement Very few 
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references are made in the chapters to sources of informa
tion, but each of them is supplemented with lists of 
'Selected Readings'. Most of the literature cited is 'popu
lar' rather than 'professional' and is readily accessible in 
academic libraries. This approach is further reinforced by 
incorporating advertisements, cartoons and quotations fa
miliar to the reader from everyday life - Snoopy's 
observations on reading maps are surely familiar to many 
of us who have been required to interview prospective 
students! 

Besides increasing the number of included illustrations 
to more than 500, the authors have also prepared 10 new 
chapters. These include thoughts on the use of mapping 
software, the interpretation of detail from maps based on 
imagery, route finding, and map accuracy assessment 
Some of the longer chapters appearing in the previous 
edition have been subdivided into smaller/more focused 
units, and information on a number of topics has been 
reorganised and expanded Another innovation is provided 
by the dedicated Exercises attendant to each chapter. 

Overall Map Use can be summed up as an important 
and useful adjunct to more traditional cartographic texts, 
and one which will be of value as a reference source to 
environmental scientists and those producing map materi
als, either manually or with the aid of a computer, as part of 
their reports, dissertations, etc. Technical explanations are 
appropriate and clear, as are the illustrations which are of 
high _quality. The authors' written style, coupled with a 
certain amount of very relevant humour, serves to make this 
an extremely readable volume which I am pleased to be able 
to recommend. The book can be purchased from JP Pub
lications, PO Box 44173, Madison, Wisconsin 53744-4173 
($55 prepaid, U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks). 

RWAnson 

READER'S DIGEST TOURING GUIDE 
TO BRITAIN 
London: The Reader's Digest Association Limited, 1st 

edition, 1992. 320 pp. ISBN 0 276 42031 4 £24.95 
This copiously illustrated book may be considered as 

the latest in a line of guides such as the AA Illustrated Guide 
to Britain and the M 's Discovering Britain. It acknow
ledges the inclusion of material from those and other listed 
publications of Drive Publications Limited and The 
Reader's Digest Association Limited. This latest offering 
features maps at a scale of 1: 250 000, with the map detail 
in subdued tones. The maps are rather similar to those in 
the Reader's Digest Driver's Atlas, but at a smaller scale 
and with less detail. Tourist places are overprinted in black 
text with black symbols indicating their nature: there are 
over fifty different black symbols, with over twenty blue 
symbols indicating available sports. A bookmark lists the 
symbols. The black type symbols are repeated in the gaz
etteer for each entry, which is helpful. The maps are of 
relatively small areas, generally on one page or less, with 
the facing page carrying brief descriptive text for the main 
mapped attractions. These facing pages also carry colour 
photographs and colour and monochrome drawings, each 
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page with a small diagram showing the wider location of 
the facing map. There is a key to all the maps at the 
beginning. Seventeen town and city guides of two pages 
each are interspersed at appropriate points in the text for 
major cities such as Manchester and Birmingham and for 
tourist centres such as Stratford-upon-Avon and York. Five 
separate four page sections are devoted to London. 

The subdued tones of the maps with their overprinting 
means that the guide should ideally be used in combination 
with a good road atlas: perhaps this is intended. 

The main text is descriptive only. A final 32 page 
section is a gazetteer,listing all the black type places, with 
entries for those described in the text in bold type. For 
tourist attractions, the gazetteer lists the availability of 
parking, refreshments and (unspecified) facilities for the 
disabled, whether or not an admission charge is made, and 
a telephone number is given. Attractions such as museums 
and art galleries are frequently entered separately by name 
in the gazetteer, mther than under their town or city entty. 
The map page and map square for each entty are given: an 
alphanumeric location grid system is used on each map. 
The squares on the main maps are the 10 km squares on the 
National Grid, but this latter system is not used for location. 
There are some 12 000 entries in the gazetteer, with about 
4 000 of them (in bold in the gazetteer) described in the text 
Over 500 illustrations are claimed. 

It is mildly irritating to find places near the edge of a 
given map sheet described not on the facing page but in the 
text relating to a neighbouring map. This is because of the 
overlap of map sheets, and is presumably a price worth 
paying for the overlap, once the system is appreciated. 

There is virtually no introductory material. Of neces
sity the information given must be selective, and 
everybody's tastes will not necessarily be satisfied. How
ever, it is a most helpful publication, with a great deal of 
information compressed into the volume in a useful and 
usable way. As a hybrid guide-cum-road atlas, the maps are 
better than in any similar guide known to me, and the text 
is more extensive than in any road atlas. The guide deserves 
a place in many a touring car's pocket, and to be used in 
planning excursions. The price seems reasonable in present 
day conditions. 

J.R Hardy 
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